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1.0 Introduction
The currently erected residential estates, public 

utility buildings and other structures in the area of Gdynia 
are characterised not only by high architectural and 
aesthetic values but also by modern solutions applied in 
terms of construction and materials used. Such situation 
was also true in the 1920s and 1930s, which was a period 
of rapid development of Gdynia. That period originated an 
exterior shell referred to today as an example of Gdynia 
Modernism1,2. Those years did also bring about a popular 
term for a fast pace of investments realisation, which has 
since borne the name of Gdynia construction pace3. This 
pre-war expression became aptly accurate in post-war 
times, during the period of an intensive reconstruction of 
the country from the ruins of war, as well as of an increased 
demand for residential building construction development. 
The article herein aims at presenting examples of building 
constructions of the years 1950-1970, which indicate a 
considerable commitment of all, the designers and the 
contractors, to introducing technical progress in order to 
accelerate the investments’ realisation pace.
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2.0 Selected innovative solutions implemented 
in buildings in the area of Gdynia 
in the post-war period
2.1 The “modified Leningrad” ceilings 
In the second half of the 1950s of the twentieth 

century, on the basis of the design documentation wrought 
by Gdańsk General Building Office Miastoprojekt-Gdańsk, 
prefabricated multidimensional ceilings were used for the 
first time, which were to replace the DMS ceilings, popular 
at the time. In order to accelerate the implementation trail, 
the ceilings were named modified Lenigrad3,4,7, owing to 
political implications. The ceilings were used in almost all 
of the buildings in the vicinity of the so-called fields, i.e. 
in the area of current Władysława IV Street (Fig. 1). The 
first modified Leningrad prefabricated ceilings plant was 
built in what is now Władysława IV Street, in the section 
between Kwiatkowskiego Street and Obrońców Wybrzeża 
Street, and thus was probably the first prefabrication plant in 
Trójmiasto. The building at 36-44 Abrahama Street  became 
the first object where the modified Leningrad ceilings were 
used. The solution of ceiling boards support deserves 
particular attention, as it was not used in a similar way not 
until their implementation in the W70 multiboard system. 
The modified Leningrad ceilings had been commonly used in 
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1. Multi-family residential building at 36-44 Abrahama Street built with the use of “modified Leningrad” ceilings: a. the view 
during construction, b. a detail of the ceiling boards support, c. the walls structural layout with a reinforced concrete half-skeleton 
prefabricated from H frames with openwork bolt
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the area of Gdynia until the obligatory order to use typical 
multichannel boards, the so-called “Żerańskie boards”, was 
introduced. The building at 36-44 Abrahama Street was at 
the same time the first one where, apart from the modified 
Leningrad ceiling boards, a reinforced concrete half-skeleton 
prefabricated from H frames with openwork bolt was used 
in longitudinal construction layout in the interior wall, which 
allowed for a collision-safe conduct of piping installations and 
ventilation channels. The H frames were manufactured in the 
prefabrication plant in wooden casts. The concept of using 
the prefabricated H frames was implemented foremost in 
order to accelerate construction pace and simplify buildings’ 
construction solutions in the vicinity of the staircase.

The building at 50-56 Abrahama Street was the first 
one where, apart from the modified Leningrad boards,  
a ground floor exterior walls construction solution in the form 
of reinforced concrete “Virandella frame” was used. Instead of 
bringing the ground floor reinforced concrete columns down 
to the foundation level and conduct a setting irregular in plan 
in the form of foundation benches and footing, a foundation 
bench equal in width and a full basement wall of concrete 
blocks were created, upon which the Virandella frame was 
set. A massive ground beam leaning on the basement wall 
as well as columns and reinforced concrete bolt conducted 
from it, created a complete whole. The solution had been 
implemented in order to accelerate construction pace and 
was also repeated at other construction sites in Gdynia.

2.2 The grand-block technology
As a solution aiming at completing a considerable 

number of residential chambers in fast pace, as well as 
considering the necessity to reduce investments costs,  
a first project of a grand-block building4,5,7 on the Polish 
Coast was designed in 1961 by Gdańsk General Building 
Projects Office Miastoprojekt-Gdańsk. The design fell into the 
so-called Gdańsk Set which was the beginning of material 
construction and technological solutions for residential 
buildings designed within the frames of the Regional Grand-
block Building System (Fig. 2). Janusz Morek, MSc. Eng. 
was the author of the project’s architectural part. The 
residential buildings, popularly known as the Morki, had 
been commonly built in Northern Poland since the beginning 
of the 1960s until the beginning of the 1980s mainly by 
the Residential Building Plant (ZBM), later transformed into 
Gdynia Residential Building Enterprise (GPBM). The initial 
experimental production of grand-block wall prefabrications, 
later the grand-boards, as well as their assembly, was 

5. Gdańskie Biuro Projektów Budownictwa Ogólnego Miastoprojekt-
Gdańsk: Dokumentacja techniczna powtarzalnego budynku mieszkalnego 
MBY-V, MBP-V, MBP (archival materials), Gdańsk, 1961, 1963, 1968.

conducted in Gdynia in Gniewska Street and in Gdańsk in 
the so-called Little Seafront (Małe Przymorze). The first 
residential housing development completed on the basis of 
the Morek-type building is located in Gdynia, in Chylonia 
district. During the first phase of construction, since the 
year 1961, the buildings had been designed in the grand-
block technology under the name of MBY-V. Walls at the 
basement level were made as concrete monolithic ones of 
15 cm in gauge. In the overhead part, the supporting interior 
walls were designed of reinforced concrete monolithic 
prefabrications of 12 cm in gauge. The height of the 
prefabrications equalled the height of the storey, whereas 
the width measured 120 cm and 240 cm. The exterior 
longitudinal walls were deigned of the petite-dimensional 
cellular concrete of 24 cm in gauge, whereas the transverse 
exterior walls, as in the case of supporting interior walls, 
with additional cellular concrete coat laying of 18 cm in 
gauge. In 1963 the building’s construction technology 
changed to the grand-board under the name MBP-V. The 
walls of the ground-penetrating part began to be built using 
reinforced concrete prefabrications of 15 cm in gauge. The 
overhead transverse walls were altered in terms of three 
proportions: the production of prefabrications of 480 cm in 
span, of even track width, began. The longitudinal exterior 
wall was also redesigned. Medium-sized prefabrications in 
banded arrangement were used, consisting of the following: 
the sub-window, the inter-window and the over-window 
bands. The sub-window and the inter-window bands were 
made of autoclaved cellular concrete of 24 cm in gauge; gas 
concrete inter-window pillars were set directly on the sub-
window band. The common use and the popularity of the 
Morek-type buildings led the Authors Team of Miastoprojekt-
Gdańsk to receive in 1964 the Team Prize of the Minister of 
Building and Building Materials Industry for “implementing 
a project of a series of typical 5-storey residential buildings 
constituting an input to the regional typifying an unification 
in Gdańsk”. A particular attention must be drawn to the fact 
that the Morek-type buildings had practically been the first 
buildings in the national scale to be built using industrialised 
technology – the available technical literature provides that 
grand-block building was introduced to common use in 
Poland in Warsaw as late as in 1967 under the name of 
PBU. Moreover, yet another fact deserves special attention, 
namely the one that the construction plans of the Morek-
type building were created in 1961, during a period when 
there were not yet norms referring to principles of designing 
prefabricated buildings, neither those containing elements of 
the improved traditional technology. Not until 1963 did one 
of the first literature publications concerning the residential 
buildings design of grand-sized elements appear, another 

2. Multi-family Morek-type residential building a. a ground plan of a typical storey of an MBV-P system multi-family residential 
building (solution according to archived project documentation), b. the view of the building in its current state
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one in 19676. The principles of prefabricated elements 
calculations, which were applied in residential buildings, 
were presented in commonly available technical literature no 
sooner than at the end of the 1970s. Currently, most of the 
Morek-type buildings have been undergoing revitalisation 
consisting mainly of exterior walls thermorenovation as 
well as heating installation and electric installation systems 
modernisation. 

At the turn of the 1950s and 1960s Miastoprojekt-
Gdańsk introduced cavity concrete to building, which 
was made of post-war brick rubble. The first monolithic 
buildings raised with funnel cavity concrete in Poland were 
completed in Gdańsk-Wrzeszcz in Grunwaldzka Street (next 
to the famous Cristal consumption place). Immediately 
on completion of those buildings, the construction of  
a designed grand-block building in banded arrangement 
was commenced in Gdynia at 37, 3 Maja Street, with the 
use of cavity concrete prefabrications already plastered in 
the prefabrication plant7. The cavity concrete prefabricated 
elements plastered in prefabrication plant, however, had in 
practice shown multiple damages at the edges and quoins, 
due to the imperfections in prefabrication technology and the 
lack of proper means of transportation (Fig. 3). Eventually, 
it necessitated putting up the scaffolding and mending the 
elevation layout damages. Due to the technological solutions 
imperfections, constructing grand-block buildings of cavity 
concrete in banded arrangements with plastering done in 
prefabrication plant, were discarded. In the case of Gdynia, 
the experiment concluded with only one building having 
been raised according to that project solution.

2.3 Nylon housing development 
Political transformations which occurred in the country 

after the year 1956 were the beginning of a change in attitude 
of authorities towards single-family detached building, 
which was also reflected in the construction industry in the 
area of Gdynia (Fig. 4). The first single-family detached 
housing development built in the post-war period in Gdynia-
Orłowo was the so-called “nylon housing development”. The 
development was built within the framework of enterprises of 
a housing association established at the Polish Ocean Lines 
company – the name of the housing development derives 
from the period of sailors’ private import of nylon tights. Due 
to the lack of building ceramics, a national competition for 
a house designed with material alternative to ceramic brick 
was announced. The winner in the competition was Warsaw 
University of Technology. The use of an unconventional grill 
ceiling supported by 4 columns at its perimeter and one column 
at the plan centre was an entirely prototypical solution. Also, 
another novelty was to build the exterior walls of “concrete 
tiles” with the finishing made of rinsed gritting, which were 
rusticated with cement joint only. The implemented project 
solution had lived up to the hoped expectations ensuring  

6. Lewicki B., Karwowski A., Pawlikowski J.: Budynki mieszkalne ze ścianami 
monolitycznymi. Obliczanie, konstrukcja i technologia wykonania. Warsaw, 
Arkady 1967.
7. The authors’ own materials.

a high standard of housing during the construction of the 
nylon housing development buildings (also known by the 
nickname of wristwatch housing development). Currently, the 
housing development buildings are undergoing modernisation 
consisting mainly of exterior walls thermorenovation.

2.4 Others innovative solutions 
Other examples of modern engineering solutions whose 

aim was to increase the pace of building works realisation in 
the area of post-war Gdynia comprise: portal frames over 
a high-pressure gas pipeline (buildings along Abrahama 
Street), the building of a prototypical underground car park 
(a building at 1-3 Obrońców Wybrzeża Street) as well as an 
experimental exterior walls thermal insulation (buildings at 
15, 21 and 25 Warszawska Street). Additionally, the analysis 
of urban acoustics problem also deserves particular attention 
(with the example of an acoustic screen built in the post-war 
period along railway tracks at the extension of Dworcowa 
Street)3,7. 

3.0 Summary
The impressive pace of building objects realisation in 

the 1950s and 1960s was a continuation of the traditional 
Gdynia building pace of the pre-war period. A particular 
attention and admiration must be reserved for the use at 
almost every construction site in Gdynia, especially in the 
district comprising the so-called fields, of a considerable 
quantity of prototypical material/construction solutions 
implemented above all in order to simplify technology and 
accelerate the pace of building objects realisation. In most 
cases, those pioneering solutions have not been recorded 
anywhere.
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3. A Multi-family residential building at 37, 3 Maja Street, built with grand-block prefabrications  in banded arrangement plastered in 
prefabrication plant: a. the view during construction, b. the current state

a b

4. A single-family detached building of the nylon housing 
development: a. elevation plan, b. ground floor the first floor 
plans (solution according to archived project documentation) 

a b
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